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Selected Press Quotes 

“…I am totally captured by this beautiful recording of original compositions by Daniel Meron ... 
Finding ones own feelings and expression in the music is what it's all about, and Daniel Meron's 
debut recording  "DIRECTIONS" is in the right direction for me…” - Saxophonist Joe Lovano 

“As a writer, Meron produces some beautiful themes and melodies; as a player, he has a crisp, 
strong, style that enables him to move readily from warm, engaging ballads to fast, hard bop, 
passages with apparent ease…. There is a real beauty and humanity in this music”  - All About Jazz 

"Meron’s piano is fluid, confident and vibrant...It is an excellent project, full of light and colour, laced 
with softer and more head-bopping grooves that are carefully executed and packed with musical 
beauty. I have definitely become a fan." - UKVibe 

“the album’s title track, “Embracing Wild”, is a graceful and eloquent composition highlighted by 
Meron’s pianistic bravura”  - Nextbop 

"Meron’s solos and accompaniment are a joy. There is a sense of composer and performers in 
fruitful synergy. Highly recommended"  - The Jazz Breakfast 

the opening phrase of “Body And Soul” – the first track on the pianist’s solo endeavor This Was Now 
– rips Daniel Meron open like a haphazardly wrapped present. - Jerusalem Post 

“Karo’s gentle and innocent voice giving an indie mood to pieces like “Sleepless Nights” and “You 
Give Me Love.” Meron’s piano is flowing, spacious and thoughtful, making you feel like you’re in a 
casual conversation with the band”  - Jazz Weekly 

“Meron serves up a fresh and lively take on the trio-plus-vocalist format, matching up beguiling 
melodies and engaging original lyric sets with bright, energetic play.” - Jazz & Blues Report 

“ Maia Karo handles the vocals with real feeling for the lyrics...Meron is a melodist with talent. His 
work deserves the respect Karo gives it” - Blogcritics 

"this new album of Daniel Meron is a nice, modern marriage of lyricism and musicality, bonded with 
the courage of his instincts"  - AXS
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